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1 Introduction 

Although the strategies for target language genera.tion are not the same in different 

machine translation systems based on different methods, it is the same goal, which is 

aimed at genera.ting the correct and natural target language. However, it is a long way 

to reach the goal tha.t human hopes. So, how to improve the accuracy and naturalness 

of the output is still hard work in research of machine translation(MT). 

Concer11ecl the output of TDMT(Japanese-Chinese) system, the report a.na.lvzes 

the problems that the author initially encountered in the Chinese generation, and then 

briefly summarizes the kinds of the problems. To achieve the goal of increasing the 

correct ratio and improve the naturalness of Chinese generation, the report proposes 

strategies for Chinese generation and presents the author's opinions on proofreading 

the generation of MT system. 

2 Problem Analysis 

2.1 The Problen1s in Chinese Generation of TDMT Systen1 

Having analyzed the output sentences of TDMT system1 the author summarized the 

ill-formed sentences and classified them into 4 kinds as follows: 

• The sentences a.re incomplete; 

• There are redundant words or components in the gc~nera.tecl results; 

• The order of・words or components in the ontput is confused; 

• Some words a.re selected improperly a.ncl tlte s<mtence expresses obscnre meanings. 

Ea.ch kind of the ill-formed sentences rnentiouecl above is illustrated respectively 

in remainder of the section. 

2.1.1 The Incomplete Sentences 

The incomplete sentences in g臼1erationinch1ck the following dilforent cases: 

l、 Thesentences la.ck subjects; 

2. The sentences are short of prcdirntcs; 

'.3. Several basic cornponents(rrrninly incl11Cling .~nbjcct, pnxlica.te or object) ct.re la.ck-
ing in the same sentc~nce; 



4. The sentences are short of essential auxiliary words so that the natura.lness of the 

sentence is too worse to understand. 

It is true that some incomplete sentences are understandable and acceptable, 

especially in spoken dialog environment. In fact, some words of source sentences are 

often omitted by speaker. So, we have no reason to ask an MT system to add those 

words that are omitted originally in the source sentences. However, if the source 

sentence is not short of any components, and some words or components are never 

allowed leaving out in the specific dialog context, or some components are already 

indicated hiddenly in the source sentence, and if the result of generation is incomplete, 

the result will be hard to understand. See the following examples, 

(1) Input: あした泊まることになってる鈴木直子といいますが

Output: 叫鈴木直子。 明夭将住宿。

The sentence is the first one that a. customer said to the hotel servicer. In this case, the 
subject of the Chinese sentence is generally not omitted, and it is better to generate 

the output sentence as a complete sentence. The proper result of the example should 

be: 我叫鈴木直子，（我）想明夭住宿。

(2) Input: 子供にはツインそれから主人とわたしには和室をお願いしたいんですが

01dput: 麟子双人房，要力我丈夫和我日本式房何。

In the example, the output should be conSIStecl of two simple sentences. They are re-

spectively: (1)方核子預定（或“准釜")双人房； and (2) T-J我丈夫和我預定（或“准釜")日本式房伺。

But in the real output, the first part consists of only a preposition phrase(力(preposi-

tion)核子 (noun))anda noun(双人房）. There is no predicate between preposition phrase 

況 核子''andnoun "双人房". So, the expression looks strange and it is ha.rd to under-

stand. The problem in the second part of the outpnt is different. It belongs to the 

kind of word order confusion, which will be discussed later. 

('.3) Inputー：予約をお願いいたします

0叫）u.t: 要預定。

In fact the output is only a verb phrase, and it consists of an anxiliary verb "要"and

a verb "預定". In the Chinese language it is possible that the speaker should only say 

a verb or a verb pbrase to answer the q11cst.ion of his/her opposite side, bnt it is very 

strange that the speaker only say a. verb phrase in his or her nrst sentence. At lea.st the 

obj<、ctof the verb phrase should appear if the a.gent is ornittc:d. The proper expression 

of this sentence is: "(我）要預定房伺。".

(4) Input: でエキストラベッドのレンタル料は別に掛かるんですか

0叫）ul: 男外需要11臼吋床的出租喪？

According to the qucst10n mark at ihe end of Lhc~sentence, we can sec-: that it is a query 

sentence. In fact the last character :, ヵゞ'inlhc sonrce sentence: st.at<:s dearly that it is 

indeed a. query sentence. But in the out:p11t sent<、neethere is no mood anxilia.ry word 

う
l



“喝",a.nd there is not any other',vords to express the query tone. So, the generation 

result is not acceptable. 

(5) Input: お願いしますコンチネンタルでお願いします

01ttp1d: 珀托了，要大姉式。

The example seems no big problem just according to the form, but it is really ambigu-

ous. The reason is that the sentence is short of an auxiliary word "的"after the word 

“大肺式".The word"大緋式"is an adjective(or it is treated as a distinction word in some 

system), and it can't be used as the object independently. The right expression should 

be made by the following modification: to add the word "的"after the ¥Vorel "大肺式"

and to make the phrase "大姉式的"become a pronoun, which will play the role of object. 

The incomplete sentences take a high proportion in the ill-formed output that I 

encountered. The ratio is about 60.4%. Although some of them are understandable 

and acceptable as I mentioned above, most of them still remain to be rectified further. 

2.1.2 The Redundant Sentences 

The redundant sentences also appear frequently in the generation results. In total 

,50 redundant sentences I found, 24(48%) sentences contain complete repeated words 

like the following examples (6)-(8). The rest of these .50 sentences contain superfluous 
¥vords(like the following examples (9),(10) and (11)) or they are written in redundant 

expression forms(example (12) and example (B)). 

(6) Input: はいこちらはフロントでございます

Ontpitt: 悠好，送里星星恙服各台。

(7) Inznd: お客様どうぞ御安心ください十六日の日は宵山ですよね

Outp叫：客人， i青i青放心。十六号号咆。好喝？

(8) Input: お部屋の状況を見てみますので少々お待ちください

Output: 看看看房伺的情況， i青梢等一下。

(9) lnzn出来週の土曜日に予約をしたいんですけれども

0叫）ul: 想預汀下星雙星期六。

(10) Input: 三十分ですか料金はいくらぐらい掛かりますか

Oulpv.l: 三十分喝？需要大概多少仕豊里？

In the Chinese language¥ t.hc word浪"has the same rneani11gs as the word "費用'',and 

generally they are 11ot used after. The right gc]l(-、rat.ionof the <ぅxa.rnpkis: 竺三十分喝？大

概需要多少般?" or "三十分喝？大概需要多少勢用？＂
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(11)Inp1d: とってもおいしかったです

Output: 太墾好吃了。

In the example, the adverbs "太"and "f艮"a.re repeated. In the Chinese language, 

except the words "特別"and"非常",a. degree adverb is generally not allowed to follmv 

another degree adverb. The proper result of the example is: 太好吃了。

(12)Jnput: お名前の名字は

Output: 祢的姓名的姓痴

The proper result corresponding to the input should be: iが的姓呪？

(13)Jnput: 失礼いたしましたはい五百十五号室のエイミーハリス様ですねお連れ様

のお名前などお分かりになりますか

Output: 叩寸不起，紐一是五百一十五号房伺的文米・暗里斯小姐）ヌ寸喝？知道悠堕同伴的姓名之翌

唱？

In result of the example, although the words "好"'"的"and "之葵'thata.re marked 

by underline in the output are indicated in the input sentence, the expression of the 

output is very strange. It doesn't follow the custom of the Chinese language. The 

proper result is: 叩寸不起， （翻）是五百一十五号房何的文米・喰里斯小姐，対喝？（悠）知道悠同伴的

姓名喝？

2.1.3 The Sentences with Confusion of Word Order 

The word order is often arranged improperly in the Chinese generation, especially the 

order of predicate verb. Generally speaking, in .Japanese sentences the predicate verbs 

are used at the last part of the sentences, but the predicate verbs generally appear in 

the first part of Chinese sentences. So, whether the predicate verb is put in proper 

position will decide if the result of generation is expressed naturally. See the following 

examples: 

(14)Tnput: そちらでウエアやシューズは貸し出しているんでしょうか

Outp叫：髄］衣服和出借鮭唱？

The right resnlt of the inpnt sentence should be: 町］出借衣服和鮭喝？

国）Input: ディズニーのアニメを惜りたいと息うんですが今有りますでしょうか

Output: 准毎想租的劫画片，直既在賜？

The correct result of the input is: "准各租的（迪士尼）劫画片，親在有喝？”．

Besidf)S the vc-:rbs, other words arc also probably written in irnpropc-~r positions. 
As whc1.t you already saw in Example (10) given above), the position of adverb "大概,,

is changed in the correct result of genc)ra.tion. 
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2.1.4 The Sentences Expressing Obscure Meanings 

In result of Chinese generation, some sentences express obscure meanings because the 

structures of sentences or some words are chosen improperly or even wrongly. In fact 

many sentences of source (.Japanese) language can't be translated into target(Chinese) 

language sentences one to one. In many cases, it needs two or more Chinese sentences 
to express the meanings of one .Japanese sentence exactly, it is the same verse while. 

Otherwise, the translated result may be obscure, and it will be very hard to understand. 

For example, 

(l6)lnput: はいそれでも結構ですのでずっとよろしくお願いいたします

0叫）ut: 女子，那也没美系，毎天秤托了。

In output of the example, the phrase marked by underline is very hard to understand. 

In fact the meanings expressed in the input .Japanese sentence may be expressed clearly 
by th f 11 . Ch. e o owmg two mese sentences: (1)毎天都要給悠添麻隠 (n)拝托了。

(l 7)Input: 無理を言ってすみませんじやあそれでよろしくお願いいたします

Output: 対不起，悦雉以力到的事情，那公就送祥，秤托了。

It is the same with Example (16). The part with underline should be described by the 

following two simple sentences: (i) (我）悦了i騎不到的事情， (ii)il: 悠力唯了。

(l8)Inp1d: 申し訳ございません当ホテルでは一万七千円のお部屋からのご利用と

なっております

Output: 突在抱散我1iJ仮店是払一万七千日元的房伺升始些里的。

In the example, the meanmgs of the source language sentence have been expressed in 
the target language sentence, but the expression form seems strange. It doesn't follow 

the expression custom of tl1e Chinese language. ・The proper outp11t. is:"突在抱轍，我1iJ仮
店是杖一万七千日元的房伺升始且旦的。",in which the original word "使用''ischanged in to 

“租用". Another proper result may be: 索在抱歎我ff]仮店的房何是林一万七千日元升始起伯的

。".In this result not onlv the original word "使用''ischangf)d, b11t also the position of 

three Chinese cha.radf)rs .. ;, 的房何'_a.rernov叫. How~ver, it is difficnlt to j叫 gewhether 

an outp1J1; sentence expresses arnb1g11ously, especia.lly to cha.ngc the strncture of o叫）ut 

sentence. 

r「hefonr kinds of errors and examples list.eel above only reOed the main problems 

in Chines<: generation o「TDMTsystem. Actm1.lly, in the crntp11t. o「genera.Lion,many 

trivial mistakes alTcct: the mi.tnralncss of Lrn.nsl,1.t.ccl rcs11lts, which can't be s1m1m,1.riicd 

in <k、tails. The anthor thinks that for the c11rrent MT systems, correctness is mon) 

important than m1.i.11ra.lncss. 

↓
 



2.2 Analysis on the Problen1s 

The problems mentioned in the previous sub-section make the author ponder, "what 

a.re the reasons that ca.use the mistakes or worse naturalness in the target language 

generation ? " Now the reasons are summed up and analyzed in this section. 

1. There is not enough knowledge on the target language to guide the generation 

of target sentence. 

In research on machine translation, how to build effective knowledge base of the 

source language and how to design the algOTithms and strategies for parsing source 

language sentences have been considered highly in the past decades, but how to use 

the knowledge on the target language to guide the generation is often overlooked or not 

treated as what is done to deal with the input of source language. The author thinks 

that the knowledge on target language is quite impOTtant in generation of translated 

results. In TDMT system, the sentence of the target language is generated from the 

structure which is the result of pattern transformation from the input to output. In 

fact, the structure of transformation maybe is wrong. See the following example. 

(19)Inp1d: どちらのタイプのお部屋でも静かさはそんなに変わらないと思います

The structure of transformation: 

（（ム(PRON我）

(VERB想））

(L2 (NP (NP (NOUN那一神）

(NP(AUX的）

(NOUN癸型）

(NOUN房伺）））

(L:3 ((PP (PREP美干）

(NOUN安静）

(NOUN送点））

(VP(VERB没有）

(PRON什公）

(NOUN区別））））

）） 

Outp叫：我想咄一神癸型的房伺，美子安静送点，没有什公区別。

The output scntcうneeseems very st.n1.ngc. According to thf、grarnrrrnrof the Chi-

nese language, the strncture of tra11sforrnatio11 is ill-formed. In the strncture of trans-
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formation, there are 3 levels: L1, L2 and L3. The preposition phrase(PP) "美子安静送

点"acts a.s the role of subject of L3. L3 is a. cla.use(CS). But we hardly find proper 

syntactic rules of Chinese for generating the corresponding parsing tree. Here, L3 may 

be parsed by the following rules: 

NP+ NP⇒ NP 
PREP+ NP⇒ PP 

PRON + NP =⇒ NP 
VP+ NP=⇒ VP 
PP+ VP⇒ CS 

In the structure of transformation, L2, which consists of l¥「Pand L3, may con-

struct a sentence(S) by using the following rule: 

NP + CS =⇒ S 

Thus, if L2 is an independent sentence, L1 will become superfluous. If L2 is not 

an independent sentence, "PRON + VERB + NP + CS" is also a superfluous structure 

and it can't form a grammatical Chinese sentence. 

According to the custom of the Chinese language, the output is unnatural and 

awkward. If a person expresses the sentence, PP is generally used at the beginning of 

a clause or a sentence and plays the role of adverbial respectively in the clause or in 

the main sentence. 

The probable structure of transformation of the example may consist of 2 levels 

as follmvs: 

((Li (PRON我）

(VERB想））

(L2((PP(PREP美子）

(NOUN安静）

(NOUN送点））

(NP(NOUN那一神）

(NP(AUX的）

(NOUN癸型）

(NOUN房伺）））

(VP(VERB没有）

(PRON什公）

(NOUN区別））））

） 

l
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Output: 我想美子安静迭点，卿一神癸型的房伺（都）没有什公区別。

In the structure, the PP ("美子安静迭点")plays the role of adverbial in clause L2. 
The adverb "都"is a word that is expected to be added. The proper result may also 

be constructed as follows: 

((PP(PREP美子）

(NOUN安静）

(NOUN送点））

(PRON我）

(VERB想））

(CS(NP(NOUN那一神）

(NP(AUX的）

(NOUN癸型）

(NOUN房何）））

(VP(ADVERB 者~)

(VERB没有）

(PRON什公）

(NOUN区別））））

Output: 美子安静送点，我想噺一神癸型的房riil(都）没有什公区別。

In the result, the PP("美子安静送点")acts as the role of adverbial of the ma.in sen-

tence. 

From the example we can see, besides checking the rationa.liza.tion of generated 

structure, it is necessary to check whether some words in the generated result a.re 

superfluous, con几ictor even wrong in semantic. It is also important to make the gen-

eratecl result follow the expression custom of targ叫 la.ngm1.ge.Theauthor believes that 

it is beneficial 1:o build a. knowledge base 011 the target laug11age a.nd it is possible to 

guide the generation or to judge if the generation rcs11lt is gra.rnmatica.l by 11sing the 

knowledge of target la.ngua.ge. 

2. The one-to-one pa.U,crn from the som℃ c la.ngua.gc to the target lang11a.gc ca.n'L 

d<-)a.l with the source sentences with rich meanings. 

In real corpns, sorn<~sentences of som・ce langnag<: can be、translatedinto targけ

language one-to-one, but sorrw of them can not be Lra.nsla.1、cddirectly. It is lwrcl lo 

find a. specific pc1.Ltern of transformation corresponding to the source sentence or phrase, 

such as Example、(Hi)and Exarnpl<~(li). In this case, l: n. (n E lntcrgcr and n > l) 
pattern is needed. Here, n is a variable, and its value is di『erentfor di『erent.inpnt.. 

8
 



However, it is difficult to select j)roper pa.ttei・ns in the mechanism of generation, but 

it is possible to generate the sentence of target la.ngua.ge according to the semantic 

understanding results of the source sentence. If so, the structures of output sentences 
will not be limited by the source sentences. 

:3. The proofreading mechanism is needed to correct the results of generation. 

vVhatever happens, the improper results may exist. So, an ]¥.IT system needs a 

special mechanism for proofreading the results of generation. However, the strategies 

for proofreading should be different from what is used in procedure of generation. 

As it is analyzed above, the author thinks that the procedure of target language 

generation is an opposite one of source language analysis, and it is the same with 

parsing the source sentences, it is necessary to join multiple methods and strategies 

together in generation of target language. 

3 Strategies for Chinese Generation and Proofread-

ing 

According to the ideas presented in the previous section, the author proposes strategies 

for genera.ting a.nd proofreading the output of Chinese sentences in this section. All 

strategies a.re built based on the knowledge bases. 

3.1 The Knowledge Bases 

3.1.1 The Syntactic Rule Base 

The syntactic rules will be used in generation of the 011tput sentences to check whether 

the structures of generated sentenc<~s a.re gra.n:nna.tica.l, or nsed in a.rrnlysis of phn1.ses, 
which is done in performing the related operations defined in the expression c11storn 

base. For description of the parsing rn k、s,the part-of-speech o[ the Chinese la.ng1rngc 

is classified. In om cla.ssilka.tion system, tbc、pa.rt-of-speechindndes noun(N), place 

narn<c、('W),direction word(F), time word(T), m1mcrn.l(Q), classi伽r(L),prornnm(P), 

verb(V), auxiliary verb(X), judgm<)Tl t verb(.J), adjective(J¥), a.cl verb(D)亀 preposition(R),

conj11nction(C), auxiliary word(H), mood a.11xilia.ry wor_d(M), sound imitation word(Y) 

and idiom(I). The total mnnbcr of the kinds of part:-o[-spccch is 18. Division and ex-

pression o[ part-of-speech a.nぷdescribedin ddail in another report. The parsing rules 

are expressed a.s follows, a.nd the main p;-1.rsing r11lc、sfor the Chinese language a.re de:-

scribed in tlt(ふ reporttitled as ::The Pa.rt-of-speech and Parsing Rules for the Chinese~ 

ー
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Language: 

N + N⇒ NP 
NP(NHuman) +WP+"人"=}cs 
NP+ C(Cwp/Ccw) +NP=⇒ NP 
NP* + VP =⇒ CS 

3.1.2 The Word Restraint Base 

The word restraint base is designed to eliminate all probable repeated words in Chi-

nese sentences, like "-j; 罪射噂"'"升始升始''or"星期星期"etc. In the Chinese language, 

some words may be used to express some special meanings in repeated forms, such as 

“非常非常漂亮"or "考恵考慮迭介何題"etc. But some words are never allowed to write in 

repeated form, such as the words "升始"or"星期"etc. So, it is possible to build a base 

which records what kind of Chinese words maybe appear repeatedly and what kind 

of Chinese words are never allowed to repeat. The following shows a possible word 

restraint base designed by the author. 

Fornud: #Pos: Expression; 

where, "Pos" is a letter of part-of-speech of Chinese words, and the "Expression" 

is a symbol, a figure or an expression. Different "Expression" expresses different re-

quirements. It is explained respectively as follows. 

#N: 0; In ihe Chinese langua、gc,all nouns arc general! リnota、!lowedllsing in 

repeated form.. ff a、nounis repealed, the reprnted ones will be deleted. In the following 
item.s, it is th、esarnc with the meanings if the・B:rpression" is 0. 

#P: O; 

#Q: *; It、rnca、nsthe n・u.mernl is allowed appca、ringl'epcaledlリ(J、nyhmes. 

#v: -; rr a、verbis・used repealedり， ii is on! リ(l、!lowedappea、ringoner. e. リ・， ＂看

看". !.f there is any c:r:lm n:pcafcd verb, the e:1、・Imone will be deleted. In. the following 

ilcrn.s, ii is the sarne with the rnwnings if lhe・'8;;:7n・cssion" is ,.:._ ". 

#X: 

#A: -・ 

#0: $非常 (Right:A), $特別 (Right:A); In all advf'rbs of Chines(', only I wo 

wm・rls'非常"(l、nd・特別''rn.uybe rqH:ufu! when I he ri仙lword is an ruUccti1,e. I)・(IJ/._リ

other a、dvcrbis wrillrn. in 1℃ JJ(;(l{(、,rffo,.m, o,. thr: r・onrlifionsin the brn、c!.:rtsaft er I Ii rsc 

I w o w m ・ds a /'e n o l s a f i賣寸hd, t h e re pe a l e d w!o ul> s w ill b e def cl r: d. 

#C: O; 

#L: -; 

10 



#R: O; 

#H: O; 

#F: O; 

#Y: 3; 

e.g., 脊秤秤".

be deleted. 

#I: O; 

#J: O; 

#M: O; 

#T: O; 

#W: O; 

A soimd imitation wo1'd is allowed appearing repeatedly 3 times at most. 

If a sound imi:tation word repeats more than 3 times1 the e.rtra ones will 

The "Expression" may be expanded by using defined logical expression. 

3.1.3 The Expression Custom Base 

In this base, some basic expression customs in the Chinese language a.re listed, which 
is used to find and eliminate some strange expressions in the generated results. The 

format of the records in the base is defined as follows: 

#Conditions⇒ RChoice; 

¥i¥「here,"Conditions" is expressed by symbols of part-of-speech or words, and the 

"RChoice" is result after modification operation. See the following examples, 

＃凡和 凡和 芯＝⇒凡，凡和 N3; Here1芯，凡 andJ沈 areall nouns. 

＃小的ふ的 A3的＝⇒A1 A2 A3的； In th£s , .. ale) A1, A2anclA:3 a,・e all ad-

jcctives. 

# R1凡＝⇒凡； Where, both、R1and R2 are prepositions. 

# I-f1 H2 =⇒ H1; Where, both H1 and H2 arr, au:nhary words . 

. Most of the probable mies in the expression cnstom base may be provided by 

Chinese linguists, and some of them may b<←、 obtainedby statistical method. Por <~xact 
description of conditions in the rules or in the synt,a.ctic rules, the semantic information 

of Chinese words may be involved. 

3.2 The St 
． 

rate叫 es

゜The strategies for proofreading the gern~ratc~d sentences arc baseうdon the know ledge 

bases mentioned above. The ba、sicprocedure: is described rcmgbly as follows. 
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Input: A Chinese sentence or a phmse. Each word in the sentence or phrase is 

given the part-of-speech; 

Output: The sentence or・phrase that is rectzfied by the proofreader. 

Assume all input sentences are generated under the guidance of the syntactic rules 

of Chinese. So, the structura.l nationalization of the input sentences will not be treated. 

Pro_cedure: 

Step 1: The proofreader r・eads words one bリonefrom the le.ft to the right of 

input1 and looks for・anリ・rnperjfoousrepeated word according to the word restraint base; 

Step 2: The proofreader analリzesth、er・esult of Step l and checks初hethersome 

expressions in the 1・esult violate the customs of Chinese according to the e:rpression 

custom base. If it violates, the related operations will be per:fonned. 

Step 3: The proofreader gives the re.rnlt and then returns. 

4 Discussion 

In this section, the author proposes three topics for further research of Chinese gener-

ation in TD MT system, and each topic is discussed in detail as follows. 

1. Research on strategies for generating sentences when some necessary patterns 

are absent. 

The patterns are very important or even an only evidence to genera.te the sen-

tences of target language. However it is impossible to find all patterns that cover all 

linguistic phenomena for the specific language pair(the source language and the target 

language). So, it is unavoidable that some necessary patterns are lacking for special 

sentences. In this case1 how to generate fl, tra11slated result according to the partial 

parsing results consequently becomes rnon-) nwaningful. 

2. Research on strategic~s for constitntc combination and rearrangement. 

Presently, in res11lts of TDfV[T system, sorn<・) translated sentences are often ex-

presscxl by several separate constit11tes like the following 2 <)Xrmtpl<→)S: 

す")

(l) ((.J "京都名産品でお持ち婦りいただけるよう当ホテルでご用意してあるもので

（．．京都，名戸，可以帯回。我ffJ飯店，准各的。" • €i.7777S」 :n)

ー2 



(2)((J "でそれで燃料は滴クンにしてお返ししていただきますがよろしいですか")

("随后，燃料，退胚，可以唱?" . ,5.92882:3)) 

These two sentences are not natural but their meanings are obviously shown. A 

Chinese speaker can find the respective result easily as follows, 

(l')我ff]仮店准各的京都名戸，可以帯回ー些。

(2')随后退迂燃料，可以喝？

So, we have ground to think that it is very possible to rearrange the separate con-

stitutes and to generate more natural sentences. It is very meaningful and beneficial 

to improve the naturalness of output in TDMT system. 

:3. Research on strategies for topic spotting ahcl sentence reconstruction. 

In some translated results of TDMT system, the order of words or phrases are 

confused, or the generated sentence is just a part of the result. The expressing mean-

ings of the results a.re not very clear, but there is no big a. problem for a Chinese speaker 

to understand what meanings the output sentences express. For instance, 

Input: "それとできればですがね島などめぐってみたいと思いますんでそのへんが

楽しめればいいなと思うんですが”

Outp1tf: "氾有，最好。呪？因労我想想巡滸看看品子，所以核一帯能享禾好痴……………想。"

The meanings of the叩 tputmay be expressed: "因力（如果可能的i舌）我想巡齢毎品，所

以我美心是否能在送一帯享示好。". As it is known to some people, in some special cases, a. 

Chinese(or a Japanese) person can understa.nd most of the meanings of a Japanese(or 

Chinese) sentence just according to some Chinese cliaracters. This phenomenon has 

the author think that maybe there is a way to pick out the topic of the input sentenu→ 

according to the parsing res11lts1 and the ontpnt sentence may be rebuilt according to 

the topic and some words. 

Any how, research on eve;、rytopic mentioned in the sect.ion will involve many 

1n・?blerns of natural la.nguage procc-:ssing, inclmling syntactical analysis_, semantic anal-

ys1s and context analysis in the Chines<、langna.gc.ffowcvcr, 1.o combme the dilTercT!L 

strategies and rne!.hocls rrrnst be bcnc什ciala、ndpn1.ctica.bk. 
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